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Executive Summary   

Feasibility study:  Hydrogen and hydrogen carriers for inland shipping  

 
The purpose of this project is to enable large-scale zero emission inland shipping in support of Dutch 

climate goals while strengthening the Dutch position in zero-emission shipping. This strategic project 

consists of five phases:  feasibility, detailed assessment supply-chain, prototype, demo-project, roll 

out. 

This report describes the feasibility study into hydrogen carriers for inland shipping. 14 different 

hydrogen carriers are evaluated as hydrogen source for Fuel Cells on inlands ships. Evaluation criteria 

include aspects such as safety, energy efficiency, availability, TRL of whole supply chain and the 

potential role of Dutch companies in the supply and application chain 

After an initial literature study to select available options for hydrogen carriers a number of 

representatives of companies developing and/or providing hydrogen carrier technology were 

interviewed. It was found that there are significant efforts to develop safe and widely usable 

applications for hydrogen carriers, both nationally and abroad. One important finding is that there are 

similar efforts in China where the market is huge and  commitments are strong.  

A two-step selection method for the selection of suitable hydrogen carriers is used. The first concerned 

the suitability for inland shipping, based on state of the art and energy density. The second selection 

step is focused on the TRL level, stored H2-content, hazards and precautions and possibilities for Dutch 

companies. 

Based on the results and due tot the involvement and opportunities for Dutch companies we find that 

methanol, the n-ethylcarbazole (LOHC), sodium boro hydrid and formic acid are the most suitable for 

phase 2. There is no fundamental difference between the 4 carriers regarding storage and logistics. 

None of the options requires unacceptable cost or safety precautions. In respect of unpacking of the 

hydrogen there are differences in TRL, although none of the selected options has reached TRL 7. 

Further development is necessary to increase efficiency and achieve purity levels that allow direct 

feeding into Fuel Cells without reducing the lifetime of the Fuel Cells 

For phase 2 it is recommended to build consortia of (preferably Dutch) companies to investigate the 

technical and economic viability of each of the selected option in detail. Each consortium is expected 

to build the complete supply chain, develop a business plan for this and decide if they see an 

opportunity to develop potential missing links in the technology. 

As beneficial for all selected options it is recommended to invest in the development of more cost-

effective purification technologies and/or Fuel Cell stacks and membranes that are more tolerant 

regarding impurities in the hydrogen.  

The distribution and fuelling technology of the hydrogen carriers provide opportunities to open up 

other applications for hydrogen carriers. This applies especially for applications that do not have easy 

access to compressed hydrogen such as machinery for construction and infrastructure works. The 

hydrogen carrier infrastructure along inland waterways may than present an easy  distribution channel 

to enable zero-emission applications  at other geographical locations.   


